"The Elkhartian Playhouse" was the subject of an illustrated lecture before given by General Charles S. Farnsworth, Jr., at a meeting of the Dramatic Club last evening in Room 301. The lecture was followed by a discussion in which much research in all phases of the theatre was presented, particularly in the Elkhartian stage.

The charming, picturesque drama of the Elkhartian theatre was exhibited the position of the stateætes and backdrops, particularly in Shakespeare's theatre. He also described the recent staging of Elkhartian plays in various parts of the world where they were presented. Illustrating this with pictures of men in the casts.

Reserve Officers Training Corps Barracks
Will Parade on Campus
This Afternoon

General Farnsworth Expects

Major General Charles S. Farnsworth will review the Pennsylvania R. O. T. C. at 3 p.m. today. The battalion will form on Franklin Field for his pigskin warriors, but Elizabethan plays in various colleges in Pennsylvania's stalwarts, and is in marked contrast to the drama about this time.

Cornell's famous offspring pace, with Raw doing the bulk of the paper carrier's work. Cornell has not taken a walk against Pennsylvania. However, by the time that Cornell's turn has arrived, the energy of a serious nature, in George Sull

The battalion will form 4 at Franklin Field and march in review on the college campus, in front of College Hall. Gen

The Farnsworth trophy is a medal, which Gen. Farnsworth, Chief of Infantry, and member of the General Staff, presents each year to the man who makes the best work at the annual army officer's class. The medal was given to Capt. John H. Peltenburg, this year, and Capt. Farnsworth won the grand award medal and offers other prizes to in some

The Final Battle at Franklin Field has been holding frequent drills this term and the battalion will now have a chance to relieve after last Satur-

In addition to these, there will be a suitable program consisting of talks on a variety of subjects, entertainment, a new motive to the band, explaining the function of the band. In fact, all information that he has been able to gather on this subject is interesting to us.

The band of the Architectural Ball will be held in the Dormitories, and the list of the participants in the various groups, or the groups in the various social organizations, the white knights of the Kappa Kappa, the another group of the Philomathean society, the fraternity of the university, at the hands of the band of the Architectural Ball.

The Architectural Ball is held on the 23rd of November, and the band of the Architectural Ball will be held in the Dormitories. The band of the Architectural Ball is held on the 23rd of November.
Special Trip to CUBA
10 Days New York to Havana and return. Allowing four days stay in port.
STEAMERS LEAVE NEW YORK EVERY SATURDAY
Fares $125 to $130 per person
The steamers are your hotels during the entire trip.
Write for literature
WARD LINE
New York and Cuba Mail Steamship Company.
Foot of Walml Street, New York.

Sophie Ringe Candies
311 Walnut Street
Women’s undergraduates shop sandwiched fashioned choc.
Home Made
Attention Penn Students
Cookie’s Sandwiches & Delicatessen
38th & Spruce
Preston 1470 M

Penn Men
Special This Week
ULTRA-SMART RAG & BONE MEDIUM WEIGHT
Overcoats $30.00
ALSO A FEW OF SPORTS SUITS $25.00
PAJAMAS
CAPS
SWEATERS
GLOVES
WOOL HUE
Golf Specialty Shop
40 So. 17th Street

ATTENTION STUDENTS
Do you need a desk, marble chair, book case, typewriter, anything to help your quarters comfortable, neat and save our immense stack of used furniture and office equipment. No matter what you want you will meet likely find it here. 
SPAVO FURNTURE CO., INC. 81521 Walnut Street, Philadelphia.

MacDonald & Campbell
Dependable
Clothing
Hubbardshay and Hats
For Men and Young Men
1334-1336 Chestnut St.
PHILADELPHIA.

Women Students To
cGoDance Tonight
All previous efforts are expected to be eclipsed by the cause which will be given for the Women’s Student’s Government Association tonight. The interested forer of the Academy of Music at Broad and Locust Streets will be the scene of the affair, and music will be rendered by the Temple Orchestra. On this combination, the committee bases its predictions for the success of the occasion.
Tickets for the dance, two dollars each, may be purchased today in Room 106, College Hall, between 11 and 1. This will be the only place where they can be secured, since it has been decided that none will be on sale at the door.
The committee has been successful in securing the consent of Mrs. J. H. Misick, wife of the Dean of Education, and Miss L. A. Scudder, Dean of Women, to act as sponsors. Also on the list of patrons are Mrs. Scharf, wife of Dr. Scharf, of the Medical School and Mrs. Rafford, wife of Professor Scharf of the Mathematics Department.

THIRD SOCCER TEAM CANCELS
MOORESTOWN GAME TOMORROW

Because of the Army Navy game, the third soccer team has postponed its game with Moorestown scheduled for to-morrow. It will be played late in December. Practice is being continued throughout the week, and it is probable that a contest will be arranged for later.
The Junior Varsity is being put through heavy drills for its battle with the Varsity team of Lafayette, which will be staged as a preliminary event to the Pennsylvania games on Franklin Field Dec. 2. The Freshman team is not dated for this week but is arranging for a game with the Philadelphia Cricket Club during Thanksgiving vacation.

EXPRESS TO COMPLETE GOLF TOURNAMENT THANKSGIVING DAY

Due to examinations in the various departments of the University four matches were moved previously from the Fall Golf Tournament. After the several delays of this week play will be resumed today, and will progress as rapidly as possible in order to reach the final six matches, which will be played today. The matches will be played today when G. F. Freedman, 29th Ward, meets H. Darrell, 24th Ward, and H. Jackson, 29th Ward, meets T. Coote, 22nd.
This Tournament has lasted longer than was at first expected, but Manager Trinkle expects all the matches to be played at least before the Thanksgiving Holidays. In the Pennsylvanian bracket only two more matches remain, while in the Varsity frame four are still to be played. The completion of the Tourney depends largely upon the way in which today’s match is run off.
Pennsylvania’s Golf Team will be joined from the other six incentives of this tournament and those who turn in good scores from the first matches will receive all values standing for the spring matches next April when golf will be resumed.
This has not yet been decided which the awards will take form of medals or golf accessories.

MANAGERIAL CANDIDATES FOR PONY POLO TEAM CALLED OUT

Although the candidates for the Pony Polo team will not report until January, a call has been made for those wishing to enter the managerial competition. Preparations for the season are now under way and the list of new candidates is needed.
The competition lasts until about the middle of March, when two of the competing Sophomores will be selected as Assistant Managers. The following month one of the assistants becomes the manager of the other to make associate manager. Those wishing to enter the competition will report at 501 Locust St., at 1-2 p.m.

Cohen Bros.
S. & S. Meat Market
LET US FANCY MARKET
BUY YOUR MEAT PROBLEMS

Wholesale Rates to Fraternities
S. E. Cor. 36th and Market St.
STUDENTS & ATHLETES KNOW THAT-

- The Original
- Avoid Imitations

INTERNATIONAL DINING ROOM
5005 SPRUCE STREET
A Congenial Place To Eat
The atmosphere of our Club Rooms will make you feel at home.

Nifty Ben
BILLIARD PARLOR
PARLORS 10 TABLES
33rd & Chestnut

ISADORE SENATOR
Musical & Entertainment Bureau
Select Entertainers, Orchestras and Bands for All Social Functions
DOWNTOWN OFFICE—HAN dick Avenue Phone, Walnut 6000
UPTOWN OFFICE—4312 Old York Road, Phone, Wyoming 1099

WALK-OVER Scotch Grain
$8

What tweeds are in clothes, this Scotch Grain Oxford is in shoes. There's nothing finer in town, and you will like its quiet boldness, its fine fitting and its wonderful service.

HARPER'S WALK-OVER
1022 CHESTNUT
SHOPS
ANNOUNCEMENT

THE SUCCESS OF

Colonial Ice Cream

Philadelphia's Best

Purer Because It's Heathized

ANNOUNCEMENT

Our efforts in SATISFYING the Barber Needs of the University Students is evidenced by the Opening of another shop on the Campus to ACCOMMODATE our increasing number of customers.

THE UNIVERSITY BARBER SHOP

Rocks and Charlie

Normanide Barber Shop

UNIVERSITY BARBER SHOP

120 S. 36th Street

Custom Tailoring of the

Highest Type at

Moderate Prices

Distinctive Clothes

Whether for Class, Sports or Dress, are what we produce.

We welcome an inspection.

C. T. BARBIERI & Co.

111 Walnut Street

Imported

Scotch Grain

The King of Leathers

Double Soles

Comfortable, serviceable and good looking

Hugh Cunningham

Chesnut St.

Men's Shoes Exclusively

GILBERT and BACON Photographers

1624 Genthin St.

50% Discount To Students

Official Photographer for 1922 Nurses Record, 1923 Class Record and 1924 Dental Record.

WILL INTERPRET

NEW CAGE RULES

Basketball Officials Meet in Houston Club Today to Discuss Changes And Revisions

RALPH MORGAN TO PRESIDE

Under the auspices of the Joint Rules Committee, a meeting of the official interpretation of the basketball regulations of the coming season will be held in the Houston Club auditorium this afternoon at 3:30. Mr. Ralph Morgan, a member of the rules body and chairman of the University of Pennsylvania Basketball Committee, will preside and will explain the significance of the changes which the Joint Committee has seen fit to make.

Invitations to attend this meeting have been extended to the coaches, players and managers of all teams in this district, as well as to the officials in the various leagues governed by interesting rules. This meeting is held for the purpose of securing a uniform interpretation of the regulations. From its importance in amateur basketball work, the University has every year been awarded the honor of conducting this conference.

One of the important points of the discussion will be concerning the new regulations in regard to fouls. For several years the Rules Committee has been endeavoring to improve the rules relating to violations and penalties. At the recommendation of a committee appointed for the purpose, this year, four technical fouls were removed from that classification and are now known as violations. The penalty for which being to give the non-offending side the ball.

The penalty for personal fouls committed by the defending team has been made more rigorous. If such fouls are made within the seventeen foot goal line zone, the non-offending side is permitted two free tosses. Also, several important changes have been made in regard to "time out," while the wording of the rule covering the movement of the feet in regard to fouls has been changed for the sake of clarity.

Mr. Morgan, who will explain these revisions more fully, was one of the founders of the Joint Rules Committee in 1895, which has bad charge of the cage regulations since that time. He has always been an active member of the body, being recently elected treasurer, and is in an excellent position to interpret the rules as the Committee intended.

The Anchor Company, Inc.

We will build your Suit

Tailors

A particular Tailor Shop

for Men

600 ELEVENTH ST.

REID AND FORT

Founded In 1894

1204 Chestnut St.

11 South 15th St.

1119-21 Market St.

Full Dress And

Tuxedo Suits

In these evening clothes, the R. & F. stores offer you all the elegance of fine journeysman workmanship by the Kirschbaum shops—new, authentic styles—fine materials and trimmings at an extremely moderate price.

$45

Quality Always — Moderately Priced!
FOOTBALL RIVALRY

Who should logically be Pennsylvania's chief football rivals? This question is asked in the collateral columns of The Pennsylvania two days ago. It was shown that at the present time Brown can be considered as a legitimate favorite for only Cornell. The need for another, "big game" was pointed out.

Before an answer to this question can be attempted, the requisite conditions for football rivalry should first be enumerated. These conditions are well known to all. The question arises: Four other states have on the schedule.

In the first place there must be a real college rivalry. Secondly, the competing universities must be equal in name and standing. This is the only thing that they have been able to possess in the past, in order that their football teams may possess genuine points of interest.

The other conditions, perhaps, are not so original as the foregoing. As a matter of fact, Pennsylvania is trying again in three years, and that the conflict be not terminated by continual victories for two or more institutions.

Pennsylvania should be a two-state college. If America is to be true to its other football rivalry with Lafayette and in the East River.

But what is the Big Green Team? Here comes up a logical sequel to the last: Cornell on the Red and Blue schedule. For many years Dartmouth and Pennsylvania have played with varying fortunes. Interest in both campuses was high at the approach of the annual game, and joy of the victory was great. The game was fought in a businesslike way; they can compete, but her victory would enhance the interest of the campus.

Dartmouth, College, moreover, is an old institution of splendid standing. Haverford is a college with a relatively small student body and a reputation in Pennsylvania. It is the only college with a real college football team, connection with Pennsylvania will be by no means a "novel idea." Haverford visits Cornell in an opportunity of importance to each and the element of competition will enhance the interest shown in the game. The fact that Dartmouth and Pennsylvania are both located in the country would allow athletics to continue in the same spirit.

Probable to arrange an excelent Dartmouth game, it would be necessary that some of the players be played away from Philadelphia. This should be a deterrent. A game away from home is a greater attraction to team and student spirit.

As for Harvard, the probability of the Red and Blue meet is excellent as the team will tour the South next year. But may the years the Haverford-Pennsylvania game was a feature of intercollegiate football, and a remembrance of the occasion will remain among many the same feeling which it stimulated twenty years ago.

But we must not overlook the case of Dartmouth, at all events, seems the logical rival of Pennsylvania. It was understood that Pennsylvania's relations were broken with the New York public and that the issue was to be decided that they will be renewed next fall. If that be done, the Red and Blue may well consider this situation—she with the Big Green Team of Dartmouth, and the other with the Big Red Team of Cornell.

FREEMEN OR BILERMAKERS?

Ninety percent of the first year class seem to consider their festivals too plain in appearance. To offset this, and to provide an outlet for various groups, different parties are being held in different places without their benefit. Just a touch of color and romance.

If their fidgeting minds are as imaginative as to think these descriptions enhance their mainly Surrogate, now is the time for them to learn otherwise. Both exhibitions are destined to be to taste and reflect upon both the individual and the team in a durable manner.

We can well appreciate the fact that these parties are for a purpose—but this can be accomplished just as well by the proper utilization of campus resources.

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 24, 1922

COMING AND SEE

The Biggest Assortment Of

Shirts

in Philadelphia. There's nothing to equal either the size or variety of Quiflons shirt stock in all the city. Among our other regular lines you will find the

Philips Jones Cuff Shirt The Phil-Quo Bell Cuff Shirt The Van-Graft The Shirt with the Van Heusen Collar Attached

Big Klein and P. Howard Miller are anxious to show you these numbers and many besides. Fabrics are Madison, Cheviot, Pongee and self-striped materials. Come in today.

Quiflons

CAMPUS SHOP
369-91 WOODLAND AVE

349-95 Woodland Ave
180 Market Street
493 South Street
38 Market Street
104 S. 12th St.
1540 Market Street
125 South Street
1430 Chestnut Street
16th and Chestnut

B. & T. displays your caps and trophies

H. ZAMSKY

Portraits of Distinction
136 S. 24th Street
BELMONT 2017

Official Photographer for 1922 Class Record
50 P. C. Discount to Students including Clubs and Fraternities.

UNIVERSITY GARAGE

384-96 De Lancey St., 38th and Spruce

STORAGE SUPPLIES REPAIRS

380-96 De Lancey St., 38th and Spruce

STORMERS

GREAT, WARM, SHAGGY ULSTERS OF

GERMANY, SHETLAND OR BEAVER.

GREAT, WARM, SHAGGY ULSTERS OF

GERMANY, SHETLAND OR BEAVER.

CROMBIE'S FINEST IN THE WORLD.

LEGEND SELECTION, THE EAST

PERRY & CO.

16th and Chestnut

Philadelphia
STATE COLLEGIAN PRAISES
WORK OF RED AND BLUE TEAM

Commenting on Pennsylvania's victory over the Nittany Lions, the Penn State Collegetian says, "Penn has a good eleven and meets all the recognition which the Quaker team has won. The eleven displayed an excellent brand of football and generally played like the best team in the world."

The Center City Institution has nothing but praise for the Red and Blue backs. Their ability to back the line at the crucial moment is held to be one of the primary reasons for victory. The Hail eleven "played hard and well," according to the Collegian, "but were unable to preserve the Red and Blue defense when but a small distance separated them from a first down." It asserts that the selection of every man was above average, and the defeat should serve as incentive to a greater fight with Pittsburgh on Thanksgiving Day.

WAR VETERANS WILL NOMINATE OFFICERS FOR COMING YEAR

At the first meeting of the year to be held tonight at 7:30 in Houston Club the West La Guarde Club will nominate officers. The gathering will be short in order to interview other engagements the men may have.

Besides the elections, an emblem for the club will be selected. All men who have not joined the organization as yet are urged to attend tonight and meet their buddies.

The membership of the club consists of those men at Pennsylvania who were injured in the service of the United States and are unable to return to their homes at the United States Veteran Bureau. There are about three hundred of these veterans enrolled here.

Mr. James L. Ponypacker, President of the Engineers Valley Naturalists' Union, spoke last night before a meeting held by the Naturalists' Field Club of Pennsylvania. The Club has announced that It will hold its first meeting of the year to be held tonight at 7:30 in the Biology Building. The subject of his talk was "Nature's Village Life.". Mr. Ponypacker is an authority on our local absorbing and, he told, opened up a new show of interest to those interested in naturalistic trips about Philadelphia.

The Club has announced that it will open its field trip to all students of the University. This step has been taken at the request of Dean Ritter of the School of Education, who wishes the Field Club to sponsor a greater interest in the out-of-doors among the student body in general. Meetings are held every alternate Friday evening throughout the school year.

SOCIETY HOLDS FIRST MEETING

Whitney Engineering Society Will Hear Lecture by D. B. Hilborn

At the initial meeting of the year for the Whitney Engineering Society, etc., D. B. Hilborn will lecture tonight on the "Past and Future Development of Cable Towing." The meeting will be held in the Engineering Building, Room 211, at 8:15.

Place will be also formulated for the petitioning the American Society of Mechanical Engineers for a student chapter at the University of Pennsylvania. Made and refinements will close the affair. All mechanical engineers are invited to attend.

BAND TO ATTEND FOOTBALL GAME

University Musicians Will Play Between Periods of Contest

Arrangements have been made for the members of the University Band to attend the Army-Navy game tomorrow. These men most report in full dress ad 12:30 in Houston Hall for the reception which will be held in the Engineering Building, Room 211, at 1:15.

Space Reserved For
West Indie S. S. Co.

PYLE and INNES
Leading College Tailors
1115 WALNUT ST

Our Clothes
offer you excellence of material and con-

Rent a place and get the most for your money.

Pennsylvania Printing Co.
Printing of Quality
3401 Woodland Avenue

BERKSHIRE
Life Insurance Company
PITTSFIELD, MASS.

Opportunity
We are always ready to talk with young men about entering the life insurance business as salesmen and connecting themselves with this Company.

E. H. PLUMMER, General Agent
Philadelphia Bank Building
421 CHESTNUT ST., PHILADELPHIA
Lambard 2352

Tony's Barber Shop
-LOOKING FOR DENTURES?
-TRY ABNORMAL DENTURES
-QUALITY WORK AT LOW PRICES
-REPAIR CALLS IN 24 HOURS
-REFUNDS ON INSURANCE
-REPAIRS ON INSURANCE
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Classified Advertising
30¢ per line, minimum $3.00; 21 days

U.S. Government Underwear
Large quantities of new Government Underwear purchased by us to sell to the public direct at 75 cents each. Retail value $2.00 each. Sizes, small 34 to 46, medium 42 to 44, large 44 to 46. Correct sizes, all in one order. If undershirt is not satisfactory we will refund your money promptly on receipt.

Department 21
PILGRIM WOOLEN Co. 27
New York, N.Y.

CATERERS—Experienced, dinner table setting and dealing in fine wines. Box references Address W. R. Northrup, 1429 Lombard Street, Philadelphia.

LOST—Red hunting dog, on campus.

LOST OR STOLEN—Small silver watch, with name of E. C. Songwell on Inside. We can offer you an opportunity to buy this watch at a very low price. It saves time. Mimeographed copy on request. Call for editorial inquiries. Wm. T. railing, good as new, cost $4.50.

FOR SALE—Drummer's traps, also 12-in. band drum. Call at 223 So. 37th St. for details.

20 S. 41 St.

FOR SALE—One raccoon coat, also grey Persian kitten with whiskers cut. Real luxury and solid comfort. Call for inspection.

LA'Santa Barbara.

LaSalle Barks Five Players
Five members of the LaSalle football team have been banned from all further athletic competition by Jack Bethuhl, head coach, because they each partook in an independent game against the Avoca Buffaloes, last Sunday. This is a violation of the rules of the college which prohibits all members of the squad from participating with professional or independent clubs.

Would Burn Girls’ College
At receiving a letter from Adelphi College requesting him to subscribe to an endowment fund, Alan B. See, millionaire manufacturer, replied, “If I had my way I would burn all the women colleges in the country. Of all the foul things in the world I think the college for women is the worse. When we graduate they knew absolutely nothing.”

FRANK BROTHERS
Fifth Avenue Boot Shop
every day, New York City

Models for sports, dress and street.

FRANK KELLY
Butter Shop
Farm Products

MA M  EAN EN S

LA'Santa Barbara.

LaSalle Barks Five Players
Five members of the LaSalle football team have been banned from all further athletic competition by Jack Bethuhl, head coach, because they each partook in an independent game against the Avoca Buffaloes, last Sunday. This is a violation of the rules of the college which prohibits all members of the squad from participating with professional or independent clubs.

Would Burn Girls’ College
At receiving a letter from Adelphi College requesting him to subscribe to an endowment fund, Alan B. See, millionaire manufacturer, replied, “If I had my way I would burn all the women colleges in the country. Of all the foul things in the world I think the college for women is the worse. When we graduate they knew absolutely nothing.”

HEALTHY VEGGIES

Cleveland Market

40 to $60

LAFAYETTE RAYON SLACKS

THE ORIGINAL WIDE GARTER

INHERENT INRUANT SLACKS

BACK Slider

LANO'S RAYON SLACKS

THE ORIGINAL WIDE GARTER

For a complete line of rayon and painted rayon slacks, panting and rayon flannels, call on us.

FOR SALE—Large Concert Piano for sale, Call at 325 W. 37th St. for details. Excellent condition. Size, 6' x 9'.

FOR SALE—One Reiger coat, 42 L. Imported. Can be ordered in any color.

TWO FRENCH HOUSE—For sale, superb duplex, all equipment furnished. Excellent location. Address Pennsylvania office, Box X.X.X.

HOTEL PENNSYLVANIA

35th & Chestnut

Solicito Patronage of Students Efficient Service Assured.

WHERE THE STAYS TAKEN


LOST—Watch purchased by us to sell to the college. Please return to 3817 Walnut.

WINTER’S BIGGEST LITTLE ELEGIE STORE

PRINCETON CALLS HEIDERS

At the first call for editorial candidates for the daily Princetonian 110 first year men were invited. This unusually large number of Presidents in representative of the spirit of the Class of 1026 who have turned out in large numbers for all campus competitions.

Lafayette Barks Five Players
Five members of the Lafayette football team have been banned from all further athletic competition by Jack Bethuhl, head coach, because they each partook in an independent game against the Avoca Buffaloes, last Sunday. This is a violation of the rules of the college which prohibits all members of the squad from participating with professional or independent clubs.

Would Burn Girls’ College
At receiving a letter from Adelphi College requesting him to subscribe to an endowment fund, Alan B. See, millionaire manufacturer, replied, “If I had my way I would burn all the women colleges in the country. Of all the foul things in the world I think the college for women is the worse. When we graduate they knew absolutely nothing.”

FRANK KELLY
Butter Shop
Farm Products

MA M  EAN EN S

LA'Santa Barbara.